THE TIME HAS COME!

THE TIME HAS COME!

2016 COLLECTION PREVIEW OFFER

**Cento1SR**

€4.998,00

GROUPSET
SHIMANO - DURA ACE 9000, 11S
CRANKSET
SHIMANO - DURA ACE 9000, 11S
50/34, 52/36, 53/39
WHEELSET
SHIMANO - RS81 C35 CL
HANDLEBAR
FSA - ENERGY CUSTOM WILIER
STEM
FSA - ENERGY CUSTOM WILIER
SADDLE
SEEL SAN MARCO - ASPIDE
WEIGHT (SIZE M)
7,3 Kg

ALSO AVAILABLE WITH CAMPAGNOLO RECORD 2015 WITH SHAMAL 1000 WHEELSET AT € 5.298,00
OR WITH CAMPAGNOLO CHORUS 2015 WITH SCIROCCO 35 AT € 3.898,00

#LOVEMYWILIER
wilier.com